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Monday, August 24 of 2015

Daily Message of Mary, Rose of Peace, transmitted in the Marian Center of the Holy Spirit, Cordoba,
Argentina, to the visionary Friar Elías del Sagrado Corazón

Dear children,

Did you know that in the universe there are Mirrors of Light? What is a Mirror of Light?

It is not what humanity uses to see their faces or look for beauty, which does not exist on the
outside. A true Mirror is an instrument of Light created by God so that the planets, the stars and,
beyond them, the galaxies may be in communication with the same principle and energy.

But My adversary made this great design become a material and superfluous object, in which souls
seek their gratification so that the search for the true mirror of the heart would disappear.

Saint Teresa of Avila had the mission, entrusted by My Son, of recovering the mirror of the heart
through prayer, contemplation and the adoration of Christ. Later on, a part of humanity recovered
the meaning of spirituality and, through some sanctified consciousnesses, the greater principle of
communication of the Mirrors returned to the planet. Today, the Celestial Divinity is in charge of all
this together with those holy consciousnesses, who from Heaven, help to send cosmic impulses to
wake up humanity.

Saint Teresa of Avila is the great missionary of Heaven who is working with the awakening of the
contemplative life and is the one who spiritually helps each praying soul, irrespective of their
religion, their nation or continent, to be able to find the positive feeling of this inner mirror.

In this way, the race, which for the most part is asleep and hypnotized by material mirages, can
receive the immediate collaboration of the Mirrors of Heaven to find the following impulses again
in these times:

1. Recuperation of the spiritual and collective integrity of humanity.

2. The way of discovering the mission of each soul present on Earth.

3. The sublime descent of the Law of Mercy, of Grace and of Liberation.

4. Re-engaging with higher states of consciousness which carry humanity into divine states.

5. The awakening of the other part of the consciousness that is asleep in each being.

6. Inner communication with Universal Laws and their principal currents of balance and of healing.

7. The opportunity to redeem life on the surface of the Earth and the rehabilitation of the soul
through Christic and celestial impulses.

Children, the Mirrors of Heaven are transmitters of codes and new behaviors for the life of the
surface of the planet. When a consciousness truly prays from the heart, without seeking anything in
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exchange, simply being in a spirit of cooperation with the Plan of God, the doors of these Celestial
Mirrors open to enter into spiritual regions of the planet where the Redemption and the Mercy of
God are imperative.

A Mirror of Heaven can be manifested in various ways, because as it is an instrument of the
Spiritual Universe, it is shown according to the urgent need in a world such as yours.

The communication between the Mirrors of Heaven is established when all creatures created by
God are in prayer; it is there where these Mirrors are activated and begin to draw principles of
universal life to the Earth that humanity has lost completely, such as for example: 

Reverence for the Creator.

Love for higher states.

Search for an inner union with Christ.

Hope of receiving a healing.

Rediscovering the true origin.

Fusion with the Gifts of the Holy Spirit.

Accomplishment of the spiritual mission of humanity.

Therefore, dear children, the Mirrors of Heaven help to rediscover the spiritual meaning and reason
for being present here, on this planet, with the Kingdoms of Nature, participating in the creation of
this Divine Project that is humanity; a project that must be accomplished beyond anything else.

The planetary consciousness, in the last 50 years, has been helped a great deal because of the
constant risk that humanity experiences of missing the opportunity of concretizing this project, that
is unknown to 99% of beings.

Thus, the Work of the Celestial Hierarchy with humanity has been incalculable and urgent, with the
hope that more consciousnesses wake up to the real need of an inner and planetary change that, if it
does not take place, would compromise the whole world.

So that this step, which must be taken by all, may be possible amidst this initial transition the Earth
is facing, many of the attitudes, the forms and the habits of life must change so that the spiritual
energy, in this case that of the Celestial Mirrors, will help to transform the terrestrial consciousness.

For this to occur, the planetary life will experience its tests. Certain tendencies and habits of
material life will change abruptly when the Celestial Universe of the Mirrors begins to approach the
planet through the divine streams that will be acquired by praying souls.

When this becomes more conscious, the Earth will already be at the peak of its transition. Thus,
your Mother is teaching you the art of praying, so that your hearts may be spokespersons and
examples of these subtle principles.

I thank you for responding to My universal plans!
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Who awakens you to universal life,

Your Mother Mary, Rose of Peace


